


Agenda: 

•Defining Ethics, ASIC Crackdown

•Effect on portfolio performance

•What are the options

•What are the pitfalls
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Ethical Investing: Some definitions 

 •Environmental criteria look at a company’s energy use, waste, pollution, 

natural resource conservation and animal treatment

•Social criteria examines how a company manages relationships with its 

employees, suppliers, customers and the communities where it operates. 

•Governance deals with a company’s leadership, executive pay, audits and 

internal controls, and shareholder rights. .

•Together, they are commonly called ESG



•Positive Ethical screening looks for companies that will make a difference

•Best of Breed benchmarks companies vs other companies in the same 

sector and then chooses the best on a relative basis

•Negative Ethical screening excludes companies from a portfolio that are in 

an unwanted sector or have too many governance red flags. 

Ethical Investing: Some definitions 

 



Why do you want to invest ethically

 Should you be investing in ethical stocks at all?

•Make a donation

•Buy the product yourself

•Buy shares from the company in a capital raising

•Buy shares on the market

More impact

Less impact



Not a science 

 



•Ethical reduces opportunity set = 
lower performance

•Don’t get caught up in historical 
examples 

•Key inputs (a) how many stocks 
excluded (b) how much skill do 
investment managers have

•25% excluded stocks & some skill 
= 0.5% lower expected return

•Don’t forget fees! Many ethical 
manager aren’t so ethical with 
client fees

Effect on portfolio performance 
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Investment Options: Compare



• If you want to make the world a better place using your money, consider other ways 
first – would a donation be more helpful?

• If you want to ensure your investments don’t make the world worse, then find a 
product that avoids stocks that align with your values or use one like the Nucleus 
fund that allows you to customise your ethical choices.

• If you buy free-range eggs, fair trade coffee etc, you don’t expect a discount.  Think 
of ethical investing the same way – expect to give up a little performance, and 
occasionally you will be pleasantly surprised when it outperforms.

• I’m sure there are plenty of jobs that you wouldn’t do, regardless of how much more 
money you get paid.  Why should your investments be any different?

•Check the fees. Please. If not for yourself then do it for me. Few things in the 
investment world irk me more than seeing ethical funds sold for unethical fees.

Final Word 

 



Which method of Ethical Investment would you choose?
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